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Abstract— Vision is one of the basic needs of a human being 

it is really difficult for a person to survive without vision. But 

some people in this world still survive facing this unfortunate 

situation due to many reasons. The visually impaired have to 

face many challenges in their daily life. Basic requirement to 

lead their life is walking stick. This walking stick is their only 

method or technique used by them. The aim of this paper is 

to bring a solution for the troubles faced by them. Ultrasonic 

sensors are used in the walking stick to find the distance of 

the obstacles around the blind person and to guide the user 

towards the available path. Even though thisis not a 

permanent solution. But will be a great help to their 

livelihood. This would act like a navigation system for them. 

The output used here are the beep sounds produced by the 

buzzer varying according to different sensors output. The 

visually impaired person could themselves find their way and 

be independent in life. This system is a low cost and efficient 

tool for them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The world has a very large population if we consider it as 

100% among that around 12% are visually impaired these 

statistics are taken from the world health organization as per 

the 2011 census. And also many become visually impaired 

due to daily accidents. As we all know that these numbers are 

going to increase daily. This paper explains in detail about 

design and the components used in the project and how it will 

act as a navigation stick. The traditional stick is a tedious 

process for the people to use. They have to tap on the floor 

sense and move accordingly.  The ultrasonic blind walking 

stick is fully automated with the help of other sensors like IR 

proximity sensor, comfortable to use and cheap. It is quite 

economic over the conventional method. 

II. EXISTING METHODS 

Many methods have been tried to solve their problems. 

“Project Prakash” is a humanitarian mission to teach the blind 

children especially by training them to utilize their brains to 

learn a set of objects around them. But all these methodology 

used are trial and error method and can be learned by 

experience. And it is not useful for all of them some may be 

weak in their senses such people still face lot of difficulties, 

still The impact of such applications helps a lot of visually 

impaired people in making their life easy. But for starters it 

could be too confusing for the visually impaired people to use 

it. These could cause discomfort or reluctance in using the 

stick. Most of the sticks available in the present markets are 

very expensive. This is where the proposed stick could be 

fruitful. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

There are many studied done by lots of people and there are 

many techniques of making a smart walking stick. As the 

conclusion related to many studies prove that ultrasonic 

sensor would be very efficient to detect the obstacles with 

maximum range of seven meters and has an angle of 45 

degree coverage. And using ardino microcontroller is cost 

efficient and without any problems and it has a long life for 

the batteries due to less power consumption. Based on the 

surveys conducted visually impaired people are more 

comfortable with this present proposed project and easy to 

differentiate the obstacles. 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram 

V. WORKING OF ULTRASONIC SENSOR 

Ultrasonic sensorHC-SR04 is used for this project. This 

sensor consists of four pins, which are: Vcc (+5V), Trig 

(Trigger), Echo, GND. Trigger pin is an output pin which is 

used to generate the digital pulse wave form, while the Echo 

pin is an input pin from which the returning pulse is captured. 

Moreover, it requires +5V supply to start operating that is 

provided through the Vcc pin. It also consists of a GND pin 

for the circuit to be closed. An alternating signal of five volt 

is sent through the trigger pin with a time interval of ten 

microseconds. And they are collected in their follow path 

after their reflection produced on striking of any of the object. 

The walking stick is normally used to detect objects in front 

of it or to measure the distance between different objects. 

VI. WORKING OF WALKING STICK 

The working of the walking stick is quite simple it has a 

trigger and an echo pin. A signal of +5V is sent over to 

Trigger pin for around 10 microseconds in order to trigger the 

sensor. When ultrasonic sensor gets a trigger signal on its 

trigger pin, then it emits an ultrasonic signal from the 

transmitter of the ultrasonic sensor. This ultrasonic senor, 

then goes out and gets reflected back after hitting some object 

in front. This reflected ultrasonic signal is then captured by 

the receiver of the ultrasonic sensor. As the sensor gets this 

reflected signal, it automatically makes the Echo pin high. 
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The time taken for the Echo pin will remain HIGH, depends 

on the reflected signal. So the sensor would have the time 

interval with them. With that time interval they would be able 

to calculate the distance travelled. And then it is divided by 

two in order to get the original distance. The derived distance 

is converted to electrical form and sent to the microcontroller 

in a gap of ten microseconds. The microcontroller checks the 

distance which is given in the program on the microcontroller 

and executes the result based on the given condition. 

VII. INTERFACING DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 2: Interfacing Diagram 

VIII. METHODOLOGY 

The ultrasonic blind walking stick allows the visually 

impaired people to move around easily using today’s 

technology. The stick is integrated with an ultrasonic sensor 

along with water and IR proximity sensor. The ultrasonic 

sensors are used to detect the obstacles ahead with the help of 

the ultrasonic waves transmitted and received, which is 

further passed to the microcontroller. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Assembled Model 

The microcontroller further processes the data and 

calculates the distance if the obstacle is present in front of 

them. It then sends the signal to the buzzer which gives out 

an alarm or a beep. It also detects and buzzes a different alarm 

if the stick enters a water present region and alerts the visually 

impaired person with a different alarm. One more additional 

feature is that the visually impaired person is alerted with one 

more different buzzer if he reaches an area with no space as 

ground for him to walk. The project also have a unique 

facility for the visually impaired person to find the stick if 

they forget or lode it in a nearby location. A normal television 

remote control is used for this purpose.  When the person 

press the remote it would create a sound and the person can 

move in that direction and find the stick. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper analyzed the existing electronic aids for visually 

impaired people and does not discuss any implementation 

results. Based on the limitations in existing aids  which are 

noted and rectified in this project, this paper proposes an 

enhanced assisting electronic aid using latest technology as a 

contribution to the society. The blind walking stick has the 

following features: Entirely automated, Can be maintained & 

operated easily, Very comfy to function, Authentic & 

Durable, Low power consumption, The Microcontroller can 

be code protected, Simplicity of the design makes it effective 

navigation tool, Wet or muddy or potentially slippery terrain 

can be detected by a pair of electrodes and Overall 

manufacturing cost is low & parts are available in both local 

& international market. 
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